
Notes from meeting:  (Taken by William Ragin) 
Lights off  of Shelby Drive. Will have to install power to go to the Shelby Drive lights. The lights will be 
more efficient than the current ones. Association dues are not increasing. 
Tentative layout of the new park. The entrance will be off Glacier Bay and Juneau Way. Will be 2 phases 
of the park. Possible open in the fall. A walkway will be built connecting our neighborhood to the park. 
10-15 foot  pond that will be stocked with fish. There will be people managing it.  
*** will not be gates that separate us from the park. Reason.. if we do then we are responsible for the 
paving of our own roads, sewer, lights, ect. Gates make it a private community. 
Magnolia Reserve ... Magnolia will be the only builder. Homes will start at $400k. Homes will start 
around 3400 square feet.  Will have a community pool. Will be widening Fleming Road to 3 to 4 lanes.  
No entrance off  of Shelby. 2 phases ... earliest start date is July. 3 to 4 year projection depending on how 
homes sale. 
New High school ....  
There is a chance that the old High School will be converted to a Middle School. If a new location is 
agreed upon, then the time table is 2 years. Possible tax increase its 30+ cents, based on assessed value.  
Estimated tax impact is $200-250 annually. 
Collierville web site ... go to the Mayor's Action Center in order to complain about the roads ... getting 
them repaved.  
*** Possible option ... see if we can get the roads done while the park is being built.  
*** Some suggested a petition being done. OR ... Neighborhood captains reaching out to individuals and 
getting signatures or coming to a meeting. Decision ... Neighborhood captains.  
*** Collierville City Government likes pictures. 
Any external improvements you have to get approval. If you want to keep the house the same color there 
is no problem.  
- A few complained about algae on their roof.  One guy said a painter used a sprayer with a little bit of 
bleach to clean it off. 
City wants recycle bins put out if they are at least half full. 
Discussion on putting up signs ... children playing.  Encouraging people to drive slower in the 
neighborhood . 
Good financial shape ... over $142k in money. We have the money if improvements are necessary. Money 
market accounts are for major improvements. As a nonprofit the HOA can only keep a certain amount in 
the bank; thus, the money market account. 
There is insurance to protect the HOA if someone gets hurt on a property. 
Looking for volunteers for social events. This includes welcoming new homeowners, neighborhood 
socials and so forth.  

Email the HOA Board at FlemingGardensHOA@gmail.com 
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